Wireless on-ear headphones

Sound that moves you, when you’re on the move.
JBL E45BT on-ear wireless headphones bring the signature sound of JBL right to your ears.
The E45BT is one of our most versatile products ever, featuring up to 16 hours of battery
life, an innovative, stylish fabric headband and ergonomic on-ear design. This means that
your entertainment continues and your fun factor gets amped up no matter what you’re
doing – working, commuting, or just making your way around town. You can seamlessly
switch from music on your portable device to a ring from your phone, for example, so that
you never miss a call. With a sleek appearance, various colors and the added convenience
of a detachable cable with remote and microphone, you’ll never want to be without your
E45BT headphones. They’ll cheer up your day with color and fun.

Features
JBL Signature Sound
Up to 16-hour battery life
Two-hour recharge time
Seamlessly switch between devices
Comfort-fit fabric headband
Sound controls on ear-cup
Tangle-free fabric cable
One-button universal remote with
microphone
Improved ergonomic design

Wireless on-ear headphones

Features and Benefits

What’s in the box:

JBL Signature Sound
Signature JBL sound delivered by powerful 40mm drivers, in a sleek, stylish design.

1 pair of E45BT headphones

Up to 16-hour battery life
Enjoy an entire day or more of wireless audio without having to plug your headphones
back in to charge.

1 Charging cable

Two-hour recharge time
A rapid two-hour charging gets you up to 16 hours of audio playback.
Seamlessly switch between devices
Effortlessly switch from music on your portable device to a ring from your phone, for example,
so that you never miss a call.
Comfort-fit fabric headband
Comfort-fit and stylish fabric headband complement the sleek look of the headphones.
Sound controls on ear-cup
In wireless mode, ear cup controls offer convenient management of music and calls.
Tangle-free fabric cable
An innovative tangle-free cord design with an angled plug means untangling is a thing of the past.

1 Detachable cable
Warning card
Warranty card
Safety sheet
QSG

Technical specifications:
Plug: 3.5mm
Dynamic driver: 40mm
Frequency response: 20Hz – 20kHz
Impedance: 32Ω
Battery lifetime: 16hr
BT type: 4.1

One-button universal remote with microphone
In the wired mode, the bundled cable, which is compatible with most smartphones, allows for easy
music control and hands-free calls.
Improved ergonomic design
Form-fitting, comfortable ear cushions mean that your headphones stay put while you enjoy your
music – even when you’re on the go.
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